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the spirit oF the
proJect

This entire publication is the
culmination of the results from an nine month
long design thesis investigation that sought
to discover new conditions and methods
pertaining to the profession and practice of
landscape architecture. The investigation was
limited to the state of Alabama; therefore,
I chose to primarily focus on a condition
within the city that has been my home for
the past six years, Auburn. In the beginnings
of this work, brainstorming began in the
realm of understanding the complex nature
of our contemporary urban conditions,
particularly regarding the collective of
species and energies (not just humans) that
make up these dynamic spaces. Inspired by

Emergence Theory in Landscape Architecture
by Rod Barnett and The Politics of Nature by

Bruno Latour, the journey towards inding a
gap in the discipline of landscape architecture
began with sketches trying to interpret these
theories into the realm of urban design.
After one half of a sketchbook was illed
with hypothetical but valuable iterations
of conditions in which the urban condition
was an insurgent landscape for exotic forces
(waste, vigilantes, dirt, weeds, animals,
non-traditional religions, alternate weather
conditions), I chose to inally land on a site in
order to see how these theories touched the
ground. How could these aspects of urban
landscapes be incorporated into design or
even the profession?
The work presented within this
publication is my journey through the
iterations of understanding how to give
context, spaciality, materiality, spirituality, and
essence of place to these explorations. This
was a complex journey that is captured here
in a highly curated way. If you haven’t come
to this publication with an open mind, you
better open it up. Be prepared to jump in
and out of scale and to blend your scholastic
and spiritual understandings of landscapes.
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introduction
Social organization for the human species is fundamentally tied to the urban form. Even
primitive in their beginnings, these early cities were the irst forms resulting from interactions within
communities of humans, including agriculture and settlement. In this dwelling with one another
and our landscape, humans have adapted to centralize or social structure and share our values and
responsibilities in groups.
City-building is the expressive form of the progress and story of these social structures over
time. And over the millenia, cities continue to increase in complexity, relecting the iteration and
advancement of human society and invention. In today’s culture, the beast is now alive. Our cities
have their own behavior, a behavior formed by the collective of inhabitants within them. Both shared
and debated values and responsibilities within a collective of species, materials, and forces makes for
such a rich, dynamic, chaotic system. Scientists like to claim that the inal frontier of discovery is either
outer space or the ocean’s depths. Try today’s cities. In fact, explorations in chaos theory are one of
the single most valuable tools that contemporary designers have. Not only are they the predecessor to
concepts such as emergence and complexity, but they are the next level of understanding within our
urban conditions and ultimately the next advancement of awareness within collective society1.
Cities are our stories. It is our yearning of self-exploration that drives us to understand them
better and continue design research to ind new ways of building. Centralized command structures
dominate the early iterations of human society and civilization, and human progress has resulted in
a story of human victory over the challenges of nature which has caused a separation ontologically
between the place in which we contextualize ourselves2. But in retrospect, this steady separation
seems regressive. Ultimately humans are creatures that have evolved from the biome of planet
earth, just like all of the creatures that share this planet with us. Yet, we are constantly obsessed with
the dissolution of human superiority and division of “humans vs. nature.” This division has been
interpreted in a polar way, where one end of the spectrum produces ideas like “manifest destiny” the
other end sees nature as exclusively transcendental to humans through our senses of spirituality. And
thusly, these values are relected in contemporary urban design. The modernism movement penned
the phrase “form follows function”, but we are now faced with a era of design that wrestles with the
principle that “orientation follows value.”
In reading our urban landscapes, in dissecting them, in truly listening to them, relationships
that we have with places come forth. We can think of our urban agglomerations not as just one single
landscape, but many landscapes that share space and time, a matrix of landscapes popping in and out
of existence. Tim Richardson writes, “ A landscape or garden has no beginning and no end: it lows
like luid into every other corner of the earth, irrigating and mingling with other space lavors. It also
lows into the brain, body and personality of every person who experiences it, and is nurtured and
enriched by the symbiosis of emotions and ideas between person and place.”3 Our landscapes, our
places, are more than just space. They are charged with energy of life that possesses the landscape,
animating it. And as we think exclusively of the productivity of landscapes through agriculture or
another commoditized product, we devalue the creation of cultural, expressive energies or moments
that take form from chaos before being swallowed by it once more. Through the collective energy of
all voices of the landscape, we all produce the experience of our lives. Lives and processes that both
require energy and produce it.
When faced with the task of giving form to existence, a hierarchy of intent manifests. What we
think about our own selves, our own existence, our own context in our environment, impresses upon
our mind a system of values. And as we work as a collective, these values start to become shared. And
as form transitions into collective form, values become the hierarchy of organization. And as all life
continues to explore itself, those forms give meaning to space.
13 the mother culture
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the value of the
subversive
There is always a
manifestation of values
in design. And in this
manifestation, there is
the creation of sacred and
subversive, a duality created
by humans for the denial of the
full self. Where the sacrosanct
represents within ourselves the
desire for comfort, stability,
and security, the subversive
insights our seditious curiosity
and leads us on a spiritual
journey through the mysterious
unknown. Urban design vernacular
has traditionally maintained
a dialogue that represents
various worldviews, whether
they claim that human values
are given objectively or
formulated subjectively. But a
greater understanding in the
philosophical implications of
these theories may cast such
a dualism in another light.
Nevertheless, the sacred is
given preference in urban form,
and the subversive is left to
occupy marginalized space. And
since this dualistic paradigm
exists, the progress of design
theory requires a reconstruction.
Therefore, I propose that the
philosophical implications of
the sacred vs. the subversive in
design theory imbibe the sacred
as having a power present and
the subversive as having power
latent. That is that the power
present is visible, utilized,
hallowed; and the power latent

It is generally accepted that landscapes and
gardens are imbued with meanings that are
derived from how and why we know them,
and who we are. The perceived properties of all
objects depend on the personality and culture
of the reviewer; therefore, as we perceive a
place visually, we instantaneously interpret its
meanings. Each person sees each place in a
different way- in this sense, we see the gardens
not as they are, but as we are.
Tim Richardson4
is that which has the same power
without the privilege of creative
attention.
The power of outcast
spaces, materials, and voices,
reinvents the value system of the
marginalized by measuring the
potential for re-creation. As
this potential is understood and
choreographed in our cities, new
places and typologies of landscape
begin to emerge. New languages
arise from the cross pollination
of indigenous traditions and the
chaos of new systems. This too
begs an expansion in western
design vernacular that pushes
against the spirit of “creating
better” and experiments with
“finding new.” The development
of design to harness undervalued
potential creates the ability for
the city as well as the person to
be brought into fullness of life,
but first the marginalized voices
must be folded into the larger
conversation of progressive urban
design.
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“ A landscape or garden has no beginning
and no end: it ﬂows like ﬂuid into every other
corner of the earth, irrigating and mingling
with other space ﬂavors. It also ﬂows into
the brain, body and personality of every
person who experiences it, and is nurtured
and enriched by the symbiosis of emotions
and ideas between person and place.”
Tim Richardson5

in the weeds
Auburn, Alabama sits within a distinct
ecological condition, the edge condition between the Southern Piedmont (to the north) and
the Coastal Plain (to the south). The edge condition is the blurred space where one ecotone
meets another (think about the middle of a vin
diagram). The edge condition not only collects
species from both regions but is especially
dense and lush with consistent rainfall, rich
alluvial soil, and humid heat. Tectonic ridges
from the Piedmont merging with the general
ﬂatness of the Coastal Plane create a diversity of
microclimates within the edge condition.6 This
is reﬂected in Auburn through the ephemeral
experience of diverse vegetation throughout
the year. To get lost in the weeds of this ecotone
is to stumble into a rich new world of discovery.

Potentia, like so many other words,
has had its meanings separated out,
and has come, in our day, t to be
both potentcy and potentiality-- that
is to say, both the power present
and the power latent, , that can
but has not yet tcome into being.
In Latin, these words are the same
word. And this is a wisdom. For the
potentiality is also a present power
with which we must deal and to
which we must speak. A condition
of general potency, a possibility in
persons and things, not yet visible in
force but present in

seed.
M.C. Richards7
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the role of the landscape architect
and traditions in shamanism
In the contemporary urban landscape, design has been given the task of
formulating structure and mediating a human population in a a seemingly wild and
non-human world. Paradigm shifts in anthropology and ecology have rendered this
distinction between human lives and a non-human landscape unsustainable. New
theories blur the lines between subject and object, human and nature.8 This is not
an idea new to humans however. The ancient tradition of shamanism is an archetype
of cultures cognizant of the collective and entangled lives of humans and their
environment, and vice versa. Shamanism is a tradition of human landscape mediation
that understands and engages with “the energies in nature and the social agencies by
which such powers may be harnessed for human beneit.”9 Another form of this tradition
is chiefdom. However, this model looks to dominate the powers of land in order to have
dominion over it. Landscape in this tradition is deemed a constant battle, sewed by the
social agencies of patrilines and persistence of “the same”. The shaman equally has
power through social agency, but embraces difference, empowering the marginalized
and seeking balance through the manifestation of powers of the environment. “Both
chiefs and shamans engage with the land on behalf of social groups. Characteristically
the chiely social group does not include women, whereas the shamanic one does.”10
Where chiefs desire to gain global power, shamans do not and rely on personal and
inclusive relationships. Shamans in this matter were deinitely the underdog rulers of
population groups. And where as chiefdom was seen as a right, shamanism was deemed
an ability, and ability which did not discriminate upon whom it fell. “Chiely destiny was
seen as absolute, manifest in the power, militancy, and achievements of the leader, and
brooking no interference or dilution. This is why successful chiefs could not tolerate the
myriad and unpredictable powers of shamans, for whom ‘destiny’ was but one among a
host of forces about in the world.”11
In the tradition of landscape architecture, the design of dynamic elements under
constant lux is not a foreign concept. In fact, the profession gains distinction from many
other design realms because of this challenge of landscape. Recent theories such as
those portrayed in writing like Projective Ecologies Ecological Urbanism Emergence
in Landscape Architecture and Rambunctious Gardens 12, bring added complexity
to the issue of landscape design by bringing to light what Bruno Latour has coined
“naturecultures.”13 This in turn opens up a new door to the role of the landscape
architect. Along the lines of growing social justice practitioners around the world,
landscape architects are also familiar with working closely with communities, individuals
and governments, forces of nature, and otherwise indigenous aspects of the landscape.
Just as the shaman empowered the marginalized and different through these social
agencies, so too can the landscape architect. This model requires a practice that is
tailored to difference, inclusion, and democracy, facilitating this through design and
community involvement. Wielding the indigenous powers of a collective community
and environment, the landscape architect cognisant of traditions in shamanism can
empower artistic and cultural visionaries.
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The issue
If the urban form is the poetry of space and culture, then Auburn, Alabama is a quirky
little town. 30 miles from the Georgia state line in between Atlanta and Montgomery,
Auburn is home of course to Auburn University. The population afiliated with the
university makes up roughly 50% of the City of Auburn’s population which sits at
around 58,500 people.14 And during SEC football season, the population of Auburn
can at times triple from the inlux of game-day visitors. Needless to say, the mark of
Auburn University is strong on the culture of the City of Auburn, and the two have
formed a symbiotic relationship resulting mainly from shared economic beneits.
Hotels, restaurants, retail, grocery, etc. all receive consistent income from the
students, faculty, and administration of Auburn University who reside in the town;
and during the fall, some of these businesses can be quite lucrative. Economic wellbeing and cultural identity, however, are not the only shared aspects between the city
and the university; the city’s downtown is shared with the most north-east corner of
campus. You might have heard of the Auburn tradition of rolling the Oaks at Toomer’s
Corner after an Auburn University athletic victory. The Oaks at Toomer’s Corner
is where campus meets the city’s downtown, which forms an L shape around the
north-east corner of campus. With such a close spacial relationship, the downtown
inevitably is very inluenced by the presence of the university.
Auburn is an example of a small southern town dominated by a brand. Here
in Auburn, the brand is a codependent relationship between Auburn University
and Auburn the village, and the evidence is everywhere: classic red bricks, shops
tailored to greek communities, university oriented media, war eagles, football, typical
southern traditions, and bars. At irst, some of these characteristics might seem nice.
In fact, Auburn the town has branded itself as “The Loveliest Village on the Plains.”
Streets and sidewalks are kept with tidy corners and clean noses. The Disney-like,
fabricated loveliness hypnotizes herds of annual visitors, while the shops and bars
pacify university students. And this condition perpetuates quite a southern, traditional
monoculture upon the city.
The predominant culture of the university town leaves an impression on the
downtown vernacular: the ubiquity of certain materials, formal infrastructure, shops,
churches, race, and entertainment. These aspects of the city draw a line between the
mainstream and the underground cultures, or that is to say they create irm bookends
of a condition. But of course, strict binaries are an unrealistic characterization of any
cities. There is grey area in the range between wealthy white southern families and

poor racial minorities, greeks and hipsters, drones and visionaries, christians and
other religions, the southern charmed and the blunt wrapping renegades. But within
this whole spectrum there is an obvious inequality that is not only observed in the
people that occupy the space, but in the character of urban spaces as well. There is a
resonance in the city that speaks to the dynamics of social privilege and the expected
cooperation with Auburn’s brand and image. There seems to be a suppression
of alternative public expression, the advancement of art, diverse and democratic
dialogue, and counter-cultural activities.
But if the symbiotic relationship between these two establishments is so cobeneicial, then what question can be raised against it? That is the question with
which this investigation started, and with this challenge, I formulated my inquiry
of Auburn’s urban form: If you subtracted the culture of Auburn university from
the cultures represented in downtown, what subcultures would you be left with?
In essence I was asking for a stronger presence of subculture in Auburn that was
independent of the university. What is the strongest, most irreducible form of Auburn
culture. And once I discovered that this was my gap to ill, the journey for the answer
began.
In between the irst four semesters of my MLA degree and my thesis year at
Auburn, I took one year off to fulill a dream and test myself in a way that I felt would
push me in a direction I wanted to go: I began my own little studio and sold my
paintings at local shows while waiting tables and bar tending at a restaurant. During
this time, I ultimately experienced a side of Auburn that I hadn’t seen before. There
was a local culture of southern artists, makers, and otherwise creatives that lived and
worked in the small margins between university culture. Now, that isn’t to say that this
subculture didn’t include some students, but it was predominantly self-sustainable.
And not only that, but the scene is growing and is going to have huge implications
for the city and possibly the university.

www.auburn.edu
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What if this was the media portrayed in Auburn? What if these subversive cultures
started to claim hold of public space in downtown Auburn?
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margin

the
urban

subversion speaks

With a direction for investigation solidiied,
the design investigation needed a more concrete
connection to landscape architecture, namely a
site. But even before the selection of a site, the
question was asked generally “where”? What
typology of space produces the dispute of the
prescribed capacity of urban landscapes. Within
this new question, the investigation looked towards
marginalized urban space.
It is in this grey area that true collaboration
and democratic dialogue take place. It is in the
margin that new forms and ideas are created out
of the collision or entanglement of political, social,
and ecological conditions. The margin is the place
where interpretation of invisible processes reveal
themselves and where true investigation can take
place. And although the marginalization of these
landscapes can be intuitively felt and perceived in
a psychotopic lens, there are physical markers and
material typologies that indicate marginalization
and certain political allowances afforded to a place.
The invisible dialogue takes a physical manifestation
which speaks to the attitudes of a range of voices
from city decision makers to citizens to temporary
visitors.
25 the mother culture

In this investigation of marginalized urban
spaces and networks as a place of dirty creativity,
I am faced with the challenge of forging my own
path towards a methodology of not only identifying
these spaces, but also creating a vocabulary by
which to characterize and identify forces at work in
the dynamic life of these spaces. This was done on
mainly two scales: the downtown and the site.
Since it is my philosophy that a city devoid
of public creativity and artistic expression is
dead, the methodology is geared towards the
investigation of the link between urban form/
orientation and culture. Therefore, the irst goal
was to identify and deine a particular typology of
urban space for investigation. In light of the link
between subversive culture and the production of
art (especially public), I irst looked to draw a link
between subversive or underground culture and
urban space. In urban form, the mainstream usually
is designed to be static and modern. Its forms are
concrete and the revelation of time is foregone
by continued maintenance. So like marginalized
people groups, it seemed appropriate to seek out
27 the mother culture

The igures on this
page show the formal
conditions that create the
urban margin. Notice the
orientation of the buildings
to the main streets and the
subsequent spaces formed.

a marginalized urban
condition, and accordingly
I developed a set of
vocabulary by which to
identify and discuss the
marginalization of space.
These vocabularies are
based off of selected
archetypes extracted from
the observation of similar
spaces, gauged through
psychotopic emotional and
intuitional reactions. These
archetypes speak to both
physical materiality and
collective cultural processes
that presence themselves
in these places, a hybrid
of metaphor and material,
subject and object, politics
and nature. The vocabulary
for the site was created
under four main concepts
(collision, residue, territory,
media) which were derived
from artistic experiments in
recreating places through
digital photo-collage.
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Looking into the marginalized
conditions within Auburn’s downtown
core, I identiied a series of spaces
that met both the orientational and
characteristic aspects of the margin.
Inquiry into a connection between
these sites did not prove fuitful, so I
decided to move on and select a site.
The site selected is at the center of
downtown, surrounded completely
by the main commercial corridor and
given over mostly to parking.
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character photographs of the site that helped inform the inital investigation

wrestling with the layers of
landscape
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collision
The surfaces covering the ground plane of contemporary urban conditions
usually aim to provide structure for pedestrians and vehicles. Thus a clean and
maintained aesthetic results from the mixture of hardscapes used in various urban
conditions (streets, sidewalks, plazas, etc.).
However this system is undermined by the landscape in certain instances,
which present themselves in the form of cracks or crumbles. These collisions are
where the political force of the city meets the physical force of the landscape,
where the nature of poured concrete meets the life of geoluidic soil. The
impact zones of two forces tell the story of the environment of the city. In urban
development, compaction of the subsoil provides greater stability for foundations
of buildings and constructed surfaces; however, the landscape of the soil (though
robbed of organic content) is still alive. Cars move rapidly over asphalt and into
back alleys. Buildings settle and push on their foundations. And not only do these
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urban tectonics take place, but there is even a poor but present soil ecology in
these urban soils. Water, air and organisms form a macrocosm within the soil which
is constantly conducting a grand exchange of nutrients and other matter. Even
faced with the challenges of compaction and impervious ground cover, the soil
continues to move and shape itself in the city.
In contemporary practices of constructing and maintaining the urban
mainstream corridors (store fronts, streets, visible public realm), compaction and
rigid forms act as stabilizers for the clean and neat city which struggles to force
the dynamic landscape into a static, cultural mold. The ground and its inhabitants
are now left trapped in a maze, only inding certain urban regions with enough
margin to expand and low out of the concrete labyrinth. The politics of the
city and city making act as a force. Pavements and surfaces mark program and
territory, representing the will of the city to construct a static space that freezes

dynamic processes into
a mediation for urban
program. Collisions occur
between the people and
the expected cleanliness
for cities, also highlighting
the margin. For instance, in
many back alleys and back of
house spaces in urban areas,
businesses accept deliveries,
clean, dump, build, and dig.
Cities work with pipes and
lines beneath the surfaces,
leaving scars and traces.
These dirty processes
inevitably collide with the
city’s idea of static, clean,
organized urban space
as best for the common
good. These dynamic
landscape processes act in
breaking down any static
structures which the city
tries to impose, and with
the diversity of forces comes
the diversity of resulting
trajectories which crack,
snap, low, and disintegrate.
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residue
Visible traces on the city also come in the form of residues.These residues give
presence to the invisible but active aspects of landscape by showing what they
leave in their wake, whispering words left by the dance of wind, water, and the
transience of other forces through the landscape.
Residues are quite prevalent within the margin. Just as collisions crack,
residues build. Grease, ruble, dirt, seeds, and otherwise grime of the landscape
act as a type of formless painting across the static canvases of structures. But how
is the dirt different from the soil, and how is the green moss growing around the
pipes distinct from the moss that grows in a lower bed? In his book Subnature,
David Gissen writes that dirt is deined as “matter out of place.”15 The residues
that add such rich character of space all become more present in the urban
margin because they are outcast there, banished from the identity of “the loveliest
village.”

The margin, however, embraces these
elements of the commercial landscape. Cleaning,
rainwater conduction, painting, construction, fumes,
oils, and general weathering of materials are created
and perpetuated by the marginalized landscape
formed by the backs of commercial buildings. These
processes add also to the ephemeral presencing
of residues. Since these residues are formless,
they have the potential to mark the beauty of
everyday dirty processes, processes marginalized
by contemporary city making. It could be said
that residues affect the psychotopic qualities of
landscape more so than establishing some sort of
ecological equilibrium, but the two are inseparable.
In the ecological activities that are the urban realm,
particles and seeds play a role in the development
of particular relationships between plants and
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animal species as well as humans. Although these relationships might happen on
the microcosmic level, we must not disconnect from them because a poor relation
in scale.
The lavor of these residues has a psychological result as well. They form an
attitude towards the political plasticity and acceptable activities within a space by
presenting value. Usually residues, unframed, just seem like dirt and grime that
indicates a certain apathy or marginalization of space; therefore, activities that
normally don’t happen within the eye of the mainstream city might take place
amongst the residues.

Some kinds of globalizing mobilities might be best thought of as
lows, when things physically move from one place to another and
their path, even if convoluted or mediated, can somehow be mapped.
Flows of people, commodities, carbon, and capital trace intricate global
cartographies. So too birds, seeds, and viruses. And so too do continents
in their grand drifts around the world (although they ‘drift’ only
in geological time; in our historical time, their convulsive jerks are
much more violent and disruptive). Flows also congeal, though they
run in particular patterns, are halted at certain boundaries and are
orchestrated from speciic, bounded locations (lows of international
capital, for example, depend on the social arrangements of very
particular places for their mobility: the inancial districts of certain
world cities and ofshore tax havens). Particular places will show their
own speciic symptoms of this dynamism which changes their geography,
as lows impinge on what felt like more or less stable territories or
disrupt yet again territories that felt like they should be stable.
Gillian Rose16
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territory
Who and what occupy the city? This is the question at the root of
understanding the true meaning of democratic, public space. The traditional city
structure uses an array of techniques to represent boundaries, territory, ownership,
and for good reason. This allow the city to function eficiently in its day to day
behavior, but the formation of these territories is undoubtedly political.
In the commercial mainstream, the choreography of landscape is structured
by walls, lines, zones, surfaces, and other physical or visual ques that clearly
communicate the preferred order and use of space. In essence, there is a
hierarchy. However, this hierarchy is more fuzzy in the urban margin. In these
spaces, automobiles, humans, lows, other animals, and vegetation live and
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function in a zone with a less designed structure, often leading to competition
amongst forces in the landscape and a high rate of disturbance. But this
competition and negotiable landscape also shares a side of collaboration and
emerging novel, collective ecologies.
Within these sites now exists the opportunity to expand on this unique
condition regarding the ownership or choreography of space. The act of claiming
public space is often clearly signaled through design vernacular, creating an
experience that is highly mediated through design implementations. But in the
terrain vague of the margin, the gumption of claiming public space leaves open
ended, democratic solutions to the occupation of space. This is translated through
a host of landscape features: smoking chairs, gates, plants growing in cracks,
loading zones, moments of rest, and moments of movement).

To begin with, we claim that there is a need to profoundly rethink citizenship in
contemporary society. Active citizenship begins with the recognition that the public realm
is a political and physical terrain of struggle that is produced contextually, relationally, and
through dialogue; that is incrementally negotiated over time through democratic participation;
and that is manifested in material form. Physical spaces are a major component of the
creative commons that relects civil society’s values. Material spaces reveal hidden social
ecologies, express identities, and ofer a means for deeper self-understanding.
Claiming Public Space

17
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Media
The word media has the same root as the word mediation. In essence, media is
that which conveys information or emotion. Within our cities lies a vast media
ecosystem. Typical urban media might include: parking signs, trafic paint,
historic markers, business signs, advertisements, mobile apps, wii, and placemaking media. And while most of these installations are very formal, some of
the place-making media in our urban conditions is very informal, like grafiti or
urban art. While the voices of collisions, residues, and territories must be carefully
distinguished, media is the most literal and concrete subversive presence in the
urban landscape.
This investigation focuses closer on public art, however, to highlight the
distinction of public art in the commercial mainstream versus in the margin. And
ultimately, the distinguishing difference between the mainstream and marginal
urban art is the presence of accountability. Antonio Lopez says it best:

“The media economy works on the principle that if it’s free,
you’re the product. What we watch, pay attention to, or create
online is sold to marketers. Without our active response via our
attention, media products have no value. Thus, the key to the
media economy is how “affect” moves through people. In the
one-to-many system of industrial, top-down media production,
affect is measured by circulation, audience ratings, and sales. In
such a system there is very low feedback between consumers and
producers, but feedback exists. In the current many-to-many system
empowered by social networks on the internet, media affect is
measured by what we share and whom we share it with. Whether or
not that activity gets commodiied depends on the kind of media
ecosystems we engage. From a dystopian perspective, though
social media enable greater feedback, we inadvertently commodify
ourselves by allowing companies to proit from our interests and
relationships. From a utopian perspective, we become a web
through which planetary consciousness can weave itself. The
difference between the two means disentangling the prerogatives
of the world system from this web and engaging in green cultural
citizenship.”18
This distinction brings to light the paradox of urban public space. Where
the commercial store fronts, streets, and even parks are considered the most
democratic and public of spaces, they are designed (through the collective
accountability of the majority) to only incorporate safe, pleasant features that
are “safe for the whole family.” But by the very nature of this design intent,
the political curation of public space undermines the integrity of democracy,
collaboration, and negotiation.
For public art that lies in the margin, only two forms of accountability exist:
the risk of getting caught by local authorities (presumably for solicitation or
not having permission to “deface” private property) and the standards of craft
that get passed down from generation to generation through traditions such
as grafiti, tagging, mural making, street dance, street-corner music, and poster
display. These indigenous forms of art have lived and grown under marginalized
conditions, and therefore make a direct connection between the presence of the
margin and a valuable tradition in the life and history of cities. And within these
spaces and traditions, the temporality of art is appreciated as these public pieces
become layered, and the essence of dialogue is explored through the informal
curation of what art stays and what art goes. While this form of dialogue might be
seen as contentious, it is the only means of having a feedback relationship with the
sharing of media and ideas between people and forces within the urban realm.
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HOPE OUTDOOR GALLERY
Hope Outdoor Gallery is a
public, outdoor graffiti gallery
located just on the west side of
downtown Austin, Texas. The park
is open to any artist who wishes to
come and display their talent or let
their voice be heard. Although this
seems like a recipe for disaster,
the craft of the art on the walls is
high for the most part. There are
some instances of beautiful murals
covered with the carelessly sprayed
tag. This, however is the nature
of the process towards a democratic

solution. The park now has a sign
asking patrons and other artists
not to spray over any work that
they don’t think they can approve
upon. (A.k.a. the sign says “stop
spraypainting bullshit over the
murals!”)
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testing through design
What is design
research
Now that the scope of the project,
the supporting theory, and the
methodology for investigation (as well
as results) are laid out, all of these
things must now be applied to the
ield of design research. The process
has been started already through
constructing a vocabulary around the
indings of the interrogation of the
margin. However, design research is
more. Design research is an iterative
process of testing hypotheses and
running projections in through a
landscape by the process of design.
It’s a constant dialogue of questions
proposed through design and answers
given through the iterative struggle
of those designs. This process for
this investigation began with small
models, prototypes, and experiments
to help gain familiarity with the
elements and principles of design
selected to carry out the design goals.
The investigation then evolved into
more developed, site speciic design
strategies. All of this to answer the
question:

HOW CAN LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE ADDRESS THE
DESIGN OF MARGINALIZED
URBAN SPACES WITHOUT
THE TRADITIONAL METHODS
OF ERASING EXPRESSIVE,
SUBVERSIVE ELEMENTS?
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DIRTY CREATIVITY
& PROTOTYPES
The primordial form the proposed strategy came through the construction
of a process I penned as dirty creativity. It began as a word mapping exercise,
trying to ind the links between several conditions of landscape that had already
been deined for the urban margin. The goal of creating these links was to try to
tease out strategic ideas for the formation of designed public space. The process

DIRTY CREATIVITY
art

margin

creativity

out of place

graf
graffiti

dirty

design

subversive

waste streams

residue
esidue
soil

regenera
regeneration
egeneration

method for generating
public space

of dirty creativity is deined as a process of generating space and place through
the designed celebration and engagement with subversive elements within the
landscape. These dirty things were merely reevaluated by informing context and
framing value through design. Although in it’s conception, how this processes
leshed out through design was still nebulous.
The irst design prototype to evolve from sketch to model was primarily
a response to cues given by the nature of collision and that of media. The
interpretation of collision began with the exposure of the dynamic soil underneath
the urban hardscapes. The result of geoluidic disturbances in the surfaces guided
the investigation into looking at the composition of the soil. Knowing that there
was a compact subgrade, usually formed by gravel, underneath the surfaces, I
focused my attention on the possibility of introducing organic content and porosity
back into the soil. This would allow the soil to not only express itself, but it would
reveal the results of seeds and species that occupy the urban condition. The model
represents the form of a digestive stomach. Basically new organic input would be
placed in the top of the stomach, and as the different microorganisms digest the
content, the organic matter moves down the mesh stomach and out through the
bottom of the structure. The mesh is designed to both allow for air exchange and
to reveal the species of fungus that help digest the wast to form compost. When
exposed to these permeable barriers, the fruiting bodies of fungi grown and reach
beyond the mesh. The installation also doubles as canvas space, by providing a
desirably textured and sized surface for public art.
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From here, I began to expand in the
direction of soil, running two more experiments.
The irst experiment tested the idea of using a
small amount of compost from an un-matured
compost heap (still containing all the digestive
microorganisms) to start the process of digestion
for a controlled and isolated compost heap.
The experiment took place in a 10 gallon
terrarium illed with a mixture of potting soil,
leaf litter, un-matured compost (from home)
and a regular source of water through a drip
system. The tank was slightly exposed to a
northern facing window, but was out of the way
of direct light in order to regulate fungal growth
and hydric conditions. The experiment resulted
in a continuation of the composting process
with the consistent input of new organic waste.
At irst, certain fungal and bacterial species
dominated the tank, but as time played on,
these populations settled and balanced, until
the composting process resumed.
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The last mini experiment conducted regarding soil was inspired by reading the
book Mycelium Running by so and so. This book explained the complex role of fungi in
soil ecology as well as their amazing ability to remediate contaminated soil. It was from
here that the presence of cultivated fungal species was incorporated into the project as
it is appropriate to both the creation and the maintenance of organically rich soil. So the
experiment aimed at propagating and growing mycelium (fungal root-like system) on
cardboard to see how dificult the process was. A layer of cardboard was laid over mycelium
rich bark which was then covered with organically rich, moist soil. This soil was kept
moist, dark, and undisturbed for about 45 days before the cardboard was removed. This
experiment also proved to be a success with the cardboard revealing the inoculation of tiny
fuzzy fungal mycelia.
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THE MOTHER
CULTURE
With these experiments done, the process of developing a design strategy
pushed forward, and at this point, the following associations had been made
regarding the different voices identiied and described previously and how they
could inform design outcomes.
Collision had taken a more developed meaning as the design response was
both two fold: to frame the dynamism and patchwork of surfaces within the site
and to expose soil for the purpose of organic content in public space. The reason
for incorporating organic soil purposefully back into the margin will become
clearer in light of the other voices.
Residue, along with collision, brings into the light the presence of
“matter out of place” in these urban margins, and combined the two voices
grow stronger. Where residue describes the grime and growth associated with
these landscapes, the presence of organic soil perpetuates this life. Soil allows
for passing seeds to take hold in the ground, germinate, and claim their own
territory within the landscape. Also the remediative properties of mycelial rich soil
accommodated the grungy processes of cleaning on a day to day basis without
removing it or detracting from its character upon the landscape.
Territory at this point in the project was responded to with a clearer
intention at this point in the project. Now with a basis for the life of the site and
the goals of collision and residue, territory became less about speciic spaces set
aside for speciic and regimented uses and more about opening the democratic
dialogue of public space formation by a collective of landscape elements. Here
the idea of spatiality evolved from program to choreography. No longer would
social, productive, and vegetative surfaces be separated and distinguished, but
all aspects of the site would self-mold into territories that changed throughout
the day, week, year. The strategy for this goal is mainly to reinterpret the site as a
matrix of space instead of an agglomeration of isolated or distinctly programmed
space. The balance of framing character rich elements of space and leaving an
open-ended system for the inhabitants of the landscape to claim territory for
themselves became important.
The nature of public art within the margin as a speciic kind of media seems
antithetical to the nature of design. But, so far, the discussion has turned from
strategies of traditional, top-down design into strategies of correct investment.
As far as media is concerned for these sites, grafiti and other forms of informal

As far as media is concerned for these sites, grafiti and other forms of informal
art mark the investment of one artist upon the site. In evaluating grafiti art, on
element that distinguishes craft is the location or placement of the art. Therefore,
the media within these sights are not the result of imposed design decisions, but
are the mark of activation and investment by inhabitants upon the space. With
this being established, the strategy for exploring the incorporation of this artistic
tradition within the site turned towards making initial investments, namely to
open the site to local artists.
With clearer goals framed, the over-all strategy for the site became more
holistic as the vision for the site evolved into en-culturing the landscape with a
framed but open-ended system for these rich, subversive elements to shine. And
not only this, but these elements or inhabitants would democratically shape the
public space itself.
These ideas reminded me of the concept of a “mother culture.” In ancient
traditions of fermenting food and beverages, bacteria and fungi are used to
convert sugar into alcohol. This is done through the introduction of a mother
culture. For instance, keir (fermented milk) goes through the fermentation
process through the introduction of lactobacillus, a bacteria that converts lactose
into alcohol. This is done by introducing grains (clumps of the bacteria that grow
in community) into the milk which then grow and metabolize the lactose. This
process became an inspirational metaphor at this point in the investigation. What
if these marginalized sites could be engrained with a mother culture, meaning
that the site would hold all the necessary ingredients for self development
according to the life acted out within the space? This mother culture represented
the initial investment and the continued development of the site, starting with
a stockpile of elements that contained cultural signiicance for a collective of
species.
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The starting point for this vision seemed a
fundamental task and was formulated into a
question: how is organic urban soil created in
situ? Investigation began and a strategy was
constructed based on previous experiments and new
research into the creation of soil.

Soil: An Overview 19
The outer surface of the earth is
called the crust. The base of this
crust is composed of compacted mineral,
of which there are many types. This
mineral base is know as the “parent
material.” Soil is formed based on
parent material, topography, climate,
living organisms, and time.
The type of parent material determines
the mineral content of soil. This
happens through a process by which the
parent material becomes weathered a\
and breaks down into ﬁner and ﬁner
particulate matter. This eventually
forms a gradient within the soil known
as soil horizons.
A- topsoil: upper most layer of soil
containing the ﬁnest of mineral grains,
organic matter, air, water, living
organisms and subsequent excreted
nutrients
B- subsoil: a lower layer of soil
with larger particles of mineral and
vastly decreased organic content
from the topsoil. this layer acts
as an important reserve for water
and nutrients along with providing
structure for plant roots to take hold.
C- parent material: large chunks of
mineral that initally form the base for
soil as it is exposed upward to water,
air, and organic detritus.
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The process of weathering the mineral
material happens on a physical,
chemical and biological level.
Physically the mineral breaks into
smaller sizes. Chemical and biological
weathering of mineral happens through
slow aciﬁcation caused by two
processes: the loss of hydronium ions
from water (H+) from water and the low
pH of secreted waste from introductory
cultures of fungus and algae. This
weathering releases nutrients into
the soil that can become soluble or
insoluble to plants based on pH.

In order for soil to become
organically viable, it must have
the right conditions: air, water,
and light. The hydrologic cycle
is critical to soil formation for
it aids in the weathering process
as well as supports the vital
systems of all the microorganisms
at home in the soil. Part of these
requirements for air and water
have to do with soil porosity (or
the makeup of space within soil
and its composition). Soil should
be around 50% pore space and 50%
solids. Out of the 50% solids,
organic content should make up
about 5%.

The richness of soil horizons and the efﬁciency in soil production
are directly linked. As the ecology of the soil becomes more
diverse and populous, organic breakdown increases. Organic
breakdown can easily be seen through the process of making compost.

The use of composting for organic breakdown is a balancing act of
chemical ratios that support a speciﬁc microbial cultures within the
heap. The constituent parts are brown matter (dead plant material,
dried, rich in carbon), green matter (fresh organic waste, high in
nitrogen) water, and air. In combination with disturbance (mixing)
and correct pH balancing, green organic waste is decomposed into
a substance called humus, made up of the particulate decomposed
remnants of organic matter. Composting represents an isolated view
of a larger process that takes place within the soil along with all
the other processes simultaneously. With the correct parameters set
up, a rich soil ecology will inhabit the soil.

Keefer
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WASTE STREAMS
& CYCLES
From here, the idea of mother culture took off with the incorporationo of
indigenous waste streams within the site. These include organic wastes such as
food and paper and material waste such as shipping palettes and glass. Could
these waste streams create the mother culture of this place which in turn would
inform the arrangement of public space? YES! In chapters past, the notion of
marginalized communities and the stock of wonderful artists and makers within
Auburn was discussed. This creative culture combined with the material expression
of the site would build the program of the mother culture, which would not only
sustain itslef, but become a productive aspect within the landscape. Waste would
be recreated into new processes and structures. Soil could be exported off site
as the mother culture continues to create more and more soil. And as this culture
is solidiied and investemens are made in the creation of space (spontaneous
vegetation, art, social gathering, continuation of dirty processes) the framed
elements of site begin to express their full potential.
organic vegetable

organic meat

cardboard

glass

paper
pallets
/ week

organic vegetable

early iterations of design for waste stream incorporation
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The model constructed was used as an iterative tool upon which design
strategies could be layered and played out. Design elements included exposure
of soil to house the mother culture and create a certain dynamic and home for
inhabitants of the space. Some surfaces were kept in their messiness while others
were removed for this process. The idea of grass pavers is represented through
the wire mesh that coveres a portion of the soil. The intent behind this move was
to create a structural surface for automobiles that still allowed for the soil to breath
and plants to take hold. However, on the model this interpreted into a “one surface
its all” solution without giving thought to how the existing surfaces might shape
public space and character and without understanding the microclimate that affect
vegetative growth and process.
To frame the alley space, stretched wires with lights were used to enclose the
space and illuminate it, highlihghting the rich character of place. The density of
wires provides a datum across the site which inform different types of space. North
of the alley, the wires create an
oculus into the sky, hinting at a
SHADOW STUDY
gathering space and creating a
7:30 AM
microclimactic conditions for growth.
Over the exposed soil , the wires
provide structure for a weaved
geotextile which would provide
two things for the mother culture:
10:00 AM
controlled amounts of UV rays and
shade for water retention. The form
of the weaved covering is informed
by two main elements: the sun
path across the site throughout
12:00 PM
the day and the matrix of support
wires stretched in between existing
infrastructure.

3:00 PM

6:30 PM
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With exposed soil in the landscape, a host of biodiversity settles into the
soil. Different microconditions across the site will affect the succession of species
that occupy it, creating different characters of space that can be responded to
appropriately.

plan
1:10 N
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reflections and
acknowledgments
In landscape architecture, new theories are blossoming that are shifting the
way that designers approach landscape, and some of these theories are captured
here in this project. The next evolution of this design investigation would be to more
closely situate the speciic cycles and people that make this landscape function in a
productive way. How can informal design or lay design inform public space through
the reuse of materials? Are there sociological parameters that are overlooked through
this material investigation? What novel ecologies are generated from this method of
design strategy? The greatest asset of this project is the potential for discovery and
creation that gets richer and richer the deeper you dive in.
During the formulation of this book and throughout the entire investigation
process, I had tons of support and help. Thanks to my parents for always supporting
me and helping me get back on track when I derail. Thanks to David Hill who was my
studio professor and mentor during this investigation. His tenacity and insightfullness
have greatly impacted the success of this project. Thanks to all the friends who
provided me emtional support during this year, especially my two cats Mary Jane
and Hecate. Thanks to my studio colleagues for giving me insightful feedback and
for keeping me somewhat sane in studio. Thanks to Rod Barnett for initial guidance
in starting this project. And thanks to the Auburn University Masters in Landscape
Architecture program for kicking my ass. Now it’s time to sleep.
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